ADAPTIVE SECURITY
FOR RISK MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES
Presidio’s full-lifecycle solutions grow with expanding vulnerabilities,
evolving threats, and business needs.
Hackers have emerged into a multitrillion dollar industry, ranging from
simple un-sophisticated attacks to
elaborate programs, resulting in
devastating business consequences.
Today, cyber-crime damages represents
one of the greatest transfers of
economic wealth in history.
With the technology disruption of Cloud,
Internet of Things, mobile devices and
social media, the cyber security attack
surface has expanded and made it more
difficult to protect an organization. An
expanding attack surface calls for better
protection. Patches and network
segmentation are no longer enough to
safeguard data. In addition, regulatory and
compliance requirements must be
integrated into the new technology to
meet current mandates. The top
challenges to a risk management program
include resource shortages, culture,
strategy, roadmap, and budget planning.
Where do you start? - Presidio’s Adaptive
Security consultants can help.

FLEXIBLE PROTECTION FOR THE FULL RANGE OF NEEDS
Presidio brings cyber security into the next generation with a proactive,
comprehensive approach to risk management that looks beyond
out-of-the-box IT solutions. For specific needs or ongoing support,
engage Presidio Cyber for:

Risk Reduction

Strategy
Architecture

Roadmap

Testing
SecOps
Business
Intelligence
(Customer)

BENEFITS:
• Modular consumption model
• Strategy aligned with business goals and risk
• Cyber Risk Management Lifecycle Approach
• Continuous Testing
• Governance (Security Framework)
• Architecture Roadmap
• Managed Services
• Incident Response Program
• Executive level KPIs

Threat
Intelligence

PRESIDIO: ADAPTIVE SECURITY STRATEGY

SECOPS

EXPERT SUPPORT AT EVERY STEP
Presidio knows business and technology—and applies
our deep understanding of both to keep organizations
ahead of security challenges and compliancedemands.

• Device Management

•Strategy Review

• Reporting, Alerting and
Triage

•Business Requirements
•Governance Compliance

• Incident Response

For more than a decade, we’ve supported industry
leaders in security-intensive sectors from finance to
retail to healthcare. We bring to each Cyber Security
engagement an elite team, drawing from an
unparalleled pool of specialists in strategy, architecture
design and implementation, testing, security operations,
and beyond.

CLIENT BUSINESS
REQUIREMENTS

TESTING

FULL-SERVICE, FULLY COMMITTED PARTNER
Presidio operates as an extension of your organization,
collaborating with your team at every step. We take
the time to thoroughly understand your requirements,
resources, and priorities, to deliver the most informed,
effective security and risk management support.
Take steps today to protect your organization against
cyber threats, regulatory violations, and business
vulnerability—now and into the future. Contact
Presidio at cybersecurity@presidio.com to get started.

STRATEGY

+

CURRENT THREAT
ENVIRONMENT

ARCHITECTURE

• Baseline

•Architecture Consulting

• Penetration Testing & Red
Team

•Design and Integration
Services

• Gap and Remediation

•Roadmap Development

PLEASE CONTACT:
CyberSecurity@presidio.com
presidio.com

LEARN MORE ABOUT PRESIDIO’S FULL SUITE OF CYBER SECURITY
SOLUTIONS:

ADAPTIVE STRATEGY

ADAPTIVE TESTING

Get expert guidance on cyber security
strategy and governance, regulatory
compliance, policy and procedures,
security awareness and training,
architecture and next generation risk
management.

Gauge risk and preparedness through
vulnerability assessments, penetration testing,
red & red/ blue team scenarios and
comprehensive security analyses. Check
compliance with HIPAA, PCI, GDPR, (NIST Cyber
Security Framework,NIST 800-53, NIST 800-171)
and ISO 27001regulations and standards,
plus all 20 CIScontrols.

ADAPTIVE ARCHITECTURE

ADAPTIVE SECOPS

Achieve a scalable security architecture/
roadmap, including cloud and IoT security,
through firewall analysis, device hardening,
control recommendations, active directory
analysis and PKI assessment.

Get 24x7x365 next generation risk management
that includes device management, threat
intelligence and incident response, plus security
event and information management that
uses event correlation and analysis and
machine learningtechnology.

Build and strengthen application, network,
data, endpoint, cloud and physical security.
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